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SCHEDULE Article 4

Amendments to the Political Parties, Elections and Referendums Act 2000

1. The Political Parties, Elections and Referendums Act 2000(1) shall be amended as follows.

2. In section 13 (education about electoral and democratic systems) after subsection (1) insert—
“(1A)  Subsection (1) applies to the promotion of public awareness in Gibraltar with the

following modifications—
(a) in paragraph (a), for “in the United Kingdom” there is substituted “for elections

to the European Parliament in the United Kingdom and Gibraltar”; and
(b) paragraph (b) is omitted.”

3. In section 24(8)(b) (office-holders to be registered) after “relevant election” insert “, an
election to the House of Assembly of Gibraltar”.

4. In section 28 (registration of parties)—
(a) after subsection (3) insert—

“(3A)  A declaration under subsection (2)(a) or (b) which specifies that the party is
applying to be registered in respect of England may include a statement that the party
intends to contest one or more elections to the European Parliament in the combined
region.”; and

(b) in subsection (8) omit the “and” after paragraph (a) and, after paragraph (b) insert—
“(c)   any statement made under subsection (3A); and
(d) if the party—

(i) is established in Gibraltar (in this Act referred to as a “Gibraltar party”); and
(ii) has made a statement under subsection (3A), a notice that it is a Gibraltar

party.”

5. In section 30 (changes to the register)—
(a) in subsection (1) after paragraph (b) insert—

“(ba)   (if registered in the Great Britain register in respect of England) the addition
or removal of a statement that the party intends to contest one or more elections
to the European Parliament in the combined region;”; and

(b) after subsection (2) insert—
“(2A)  If the party—

(a) is a Gibraltar party; and
(b) the Commission grants an application to have its entry in the register altered by

the addition of a statement that it intends to contest one or more elections to the
European Parliament in the combined region,

the Commission shall include in the party’s entry in the register a notice that it is a Gibraltar
party.”

6. In section 31 (notification of changes in party’s officers etc.)—
(a) in subsection (3) after “section” insert “(other than under subsection (3A))”;
(b) after subsection (3) insert—

(1) 2000 (c. 41).
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“(3A)  If a party’s entry in the register includes a statement that it intends to contest one
or more elections to the European Parliament in the combined region and the statement
ceases to be accurate, the person registered as the treasurer of the party must give the
Commission a notification to that effect under this section.”; and

(c) in subsection (4) after paragraph (b) insert—
“(c)   where subsection (3A) applies, within the period of 14 days beginning with

the date when the statement ceases to be accurate.”

7. In section 37 (party political broadcasts) after subsection (2) insert—
“(3)  The reference in subsection (1) to a broadcaster includes a reference to the

Gibraltar Broadcasting Corporation, but only as respects party political broadcasts relating
to elections to the European Parliament.”

8. In section 40 (interpretation of Part 2) after subsection (2) insert—
“(3)  The combined region is to be regarded as part of England for the purposes of—

(a) the references to England in sections 22(2)(a), 23(2)(a) and (3), 28(3A) and 30(1)
(ba);

(b) the references to Great Britain (other than in the expression “Great Britain
register”) in sections 23(5)(c) and 28(2)(a) and (b); and

(c) any reference in this Part to a part or parts of Great Britain or to a part or parts of
the United Kingdom (other than a reference by name to a particular part).”

9. In section 44 (supplementary provisions about auditors) after subsection (4) insert—
“(5)  In the application of this section to Gibraltar, the reference to the High Court shall

have effect as if it were a reference to the Gibraltar court.”

10. In section 48(12) (revision of defective statements of accounts) after paragraph (b), insert—
“(c)   in relation to Gibraltar, means the Gibraltar court.”

11. In section 52 (payments, services etc. not to be regarded as donations) after subsection (3)
insert—

“(4)  The reference in subsection (1)(d) to the transmission by a broadcaster of a party
political broadcast includes a reference to the transmission by the Gibraltar Broadcasting
Corporation of such a broadcast.”

12. In section 54(2) (permissible donors)—
(a) in subsection (2)(c), at the end, insert “, other than a Gibraltar party whose entry in the

register includes a statement that it intends to contest one or more elections to the European
Parliament in the combined region”;

(b) after subsection (2) insert—
“(2A)  As respects a registered party whose entry in the register includes a statement

that it intends to contest one or more elections to the European Parliament in the combined
region, the following are also permissible donors for the purposes of this Part—

(a) a Gibraltar elector;
(b) a company—

(i) registered under the Companies Ordinance; and

(2) Subsection (8) was amended by regulation 11(b) of the European Parliamentary Elections (Franchise of Relevant Citizens of
the Union) Regulations 2001 (S.I.2001/1184).
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(ii) incorporated within Gibraltar, the United Kingdom or another member
State, which carries on business in Gibraltar;

(c) a Gibraltar party whose entry in the register includes a statement that it intends
to contest one or more elections to the European Parliament in the combined
region;

(d) a trade union within the meaning of the Trade Union and Trade Disputes
Ordinance;

(e) a building society within the meaning of the Banking (Extension to Building
Societies) Ordinance 1997;

(f) a limited liability partnership registered under the Limited Partnerships
Ordinance, which carries on business in Gibraltar; and

(g) any unincorporated association of two or more persons which does not fall
within any of the preceding paragraphs but which carries on business or other
activities wholly or mainly in Gibraltar and whose main office is there,

but, in the case of a party other than a Gibraltar party, only where the donation is received
by the party within the period of four months ending with the date of the poll for an election
to the European Parliament in the combined region.”

(c) after subsection (3) insert—
“(3A)  In relation to a donation in the form of a bequest subsection (2A)(a) shall be read

as referring to an individual who was, at any time within the period of five years ending
with the date of his death, a Gibraltar elector.”

13. In section 55 (payments etc. which are (or are not) to be treated as donations by permissible
donors)—

(a) after subsection (5) insert—
“(5A)  Any exempt Gibraltar trust donation received by a registered party shall be

regarded as a donation received by the party from a permissible donor if—
(a) at the time the donation is received by the party, its entry in the register includes

a statement that it intends to contest one or more elections to the European
Parliament in the combined region; and

(b) in the case of a party other than a Gibraltar party, the donation is received by the
party within the period of four months ending with the date of the poll for an
election to the European Parliament in the combined region.”; and

(b) in subsection (6) after paragraph (a) insert—
“(aa)   an exempt Gibraltar trust donation regarded by virtue of subsection (5A) as

received from a permissible donor, or.”

14. After section 57 insert—

“Additional limit on Gibraltar donations to UK parties

57A.—(1)  This section applies where the aggregate value of Gibraltar donations which
are—

(a) received by a registered party which is not a Gibraltar party within the period
of four months ending with the date of the poll for an election to the European
Parliament in the combined region, and

(b) accepted by that registered party,
exceeds the permitted maximum.
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(2)  Such of the Gibraltar donations as are donations falling within subsection (3) are to
be treated for the purposes of this Part (other than this section) as if they were received—

(a) at the end of the period of three months after that date, and
(b) from a person who was not a permissible donor at that time.

(3)  A Gibraltar donation falls within this subsection if—
(a) in a case where it is the first of the Gibraltar donations received or is the only one,

the value of that donation exceeds the permitted maximum, and
(b) otherwise, the aggregate of the value of that donation and such of the Gibraltar

donations as were previously received exceeds the permitted maximum.
(4)  But—

(a) in a case within subsection (3)(a), only so much of the donation as exceeds the
permitted maximum is a donation falling within subsection (3), and

(b) in a case within subsection (3)(b) in which the aggregate value of the Gibraltar
donations previously received does not exceed the permitted maximum, only so
much of the donation as exceeds the difference between that aggregate value and
the permitted maximum is a donation falling within subsection (3).

(5)  “Gibraltar donation” means a donation—
(a) which is received from a permissible donor falling within subsection (2A) (but

not subsection (2)) of section 54, or
(b) which is an exempt Gibraltar trust donation regarded by virtue of section 55(5A)

as received from a permissible donor.
(6)  “Permitted maximum” means an amount equal to the limit imposed by paragraph

4(2) of Schedule 9 on campaign expenditure incurred by or on behalf of a registered party
which stands for election at a general election to the European Parliament in the combined
region only.”

15. In section 58(5) (forfeiture of donations made by impermissible or unidentifiable donors)
after paragraph (c) insert—

“(d)   in relation to Gibraltar, the Gibraltar court;”.

16. In section 59 (appeal against order under section 58) after subsection (2) insert—
“(2A)  In the application of subsections (1) and (2) to Gibraltar, the references to a

magistrates' court and the Crown court shall have effect as if they were references to the
Gibraltar court.”

17. In section 60 (supplementary provision about order under section 58)—
(a) in subsection (1) for “Provision” substitute “In relation to courts in any part of the United

Kingdom, provision”; and
(b) in subsection (4)(b)(i) after “Ireland” insert “or the Gibraltar court”.

18. In section 73 (notional campaign expenditure) after subsection (10) insert—
“(11)  The reference in subsection (9)(a) to a broadcaster includes a reference to the

Gibraltar Broadcasting Corporation.”

19. In section 74(3) (officers of registered party with responsibility for campaign expenditure)
after “Part II” insert “, an election to the House of Assembly of Gibraltar”.

20. In section 77 (restriction on making claims in respect of campaign expenditure)—
(a) in subsection (10), after “means” insert “a day within subsection (11) or”; and
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(b) after subsection (10) insert—
“(11)  A day is within this subsection if under the law of Gibraltar it is a bank holiday

or a public holiday and—
(a) the office of the treasurer, deputy treasurer or (as the case may be) other

authorised person to whom the claim is sent pursuant to subsection (1) is situated
in Gibraltar; or

(b) the person providing the property, services or facilities to which the expenditure
relates conducts his business in Gibraltar; or

(c) (if he conducts his business in one or more parts of the United Kingdom
and Gibraltar) the office from which dealings relating to the expenditure were
conducted is situated in Gibraltar.

(12)  In the application of subsection (4) to Gibraltar, the references to the High Court
or a county court shall have effect as if they were references to the Gibraltar court.”

21. In section 85 (controlled expenditure by third parties) after subsection (5) insert—
“(5A)  “Recognised Gibraltar third party” means a recognised third party falling within

paragraph (d) or (e) (but not paragraph (a), (b) or (c)) of section 88(2).”

22. In section 87(2)(a) (expenditure by third parties which is not controlled expenditure) for “or
by Sianel Pedwar Cymru” substitute “, by Sianel Pedwar Cymru or by the Gibraltar Broadcasting
Corporation”.

23. In section 88 (third parties recognised for the purposes of this Part)—
(a) in subsection (2)—

(i) in paragraph (b) after “party” insert “other than a Gibraltar party whose entry in the
register includes a statement that it intends to contest one or more elections to the
European Parliament in the combined region”; and

(ii) after paragraph (c) insert—
“(d)   an individual who is resident in Gibraltar or is a Gibraltar elector, or
(e) a body falling within any of paragraphs (b) to (g) of section 54(2A).”; and

(b) in subsection (3)—
(i) in paragraph (a) after sub-paragraph (ii) insert—

“(iii) (if he is a Gibraltar elector who is not resident in Gibraltar and the first
version of the Gibraltar register has not been published) that he is registered
in the register of electors used for House of Assembly elections;”; and

(ii) in paragraph (c) after “54(2)” insert “or any of paragraphs (b) and (d) to (g) of
section 54(2A)”.

24. In section 90 (restriction on incurring controlled expenditure) after subsection (3) insert—
“(4)  This section does not apply in relation to a recognised Gibraltar third party except

in relation to controlled expenditure incurred by or on behalf of that party during the period
of four months ending with the date of the poll for a general election to the European
Parliament.”

25. In section 91 (restriction on payments in respect of controlled expenditure) after
subsection (4) insert—

“(5)  This section does not apply in relation to a recognised Gibraltar third party except
in relation to controlled expenditure incurred or to be incurred by or on behalf of that party
during the period of four months ending with the date of the poll for a general election to
the European Parliament.”
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26. In section 92 (restriction on making claims in respect of controlled expenditure)—
(a) in subsection (7) for “(10)” substitute “(11)”; and
(b) after subsection (7) insert—

“(8)  In the application of this section to Gibraltar, references to the High Court or a
county court shall have effect as if they were references to the Gibraltar court.”

27. In section 94 (limits on controlled expenditure by third parties)—
(a) after subsection (5) insert—

“(5A)  Subsections (3) to (5) apply to a recognised Gibraltar third party as they apply
to a third party that is not a recognised third party, subject to the following modification
namely that for the purposes of those subsections any expenditure incurred by or on behalf
of the recognised Gibraltar third party during the period of four months ending with the
date of the poll for a general election to the European Parliament is to be disregarded.”;

(b) in subsection (10)(a), after “is” insert “(subject to subsection (11))”; and
(c) after subsection (10) insert—

“(11)  As respects a recognised Gibraltar third party, the periods in relation to which
paragraphs 3 and 5 to 11 of Schedule 10 impose limits—

(a) are regulated periods for the purposes of this section, but
(b) are not regulated periods for the purposes of sections 92, 93 and 96 to 99.”

28. In section 150 (punishment of offences) after subsection (3) insert—
“(4)  In the application of this section to Gibraltar—

(a) the reference to the standard scale shall have effect as if it were a reference to
the standard scale pursuant to section 189 of, and Schedule 6 to, the Criminal
Procedure Ordinance; and

(b) the reference to the statutory maximum shall have effect as if it were a reference
to level 5 on that scale.”

29. In section 151 (summary proceedings) after subsection (4) insert—
“(4A)  Despite anything in section 117 of the Criminal Procedure Ordinance, any

information or complaint relating to such an offence which is triable by a magistrates' court
in Gibraltar may be so tried if it is laid or made at any time within three years after the
commission of the offence and within six months after the relevant date.”

30. In section 153 (offences committed by unincorporated associations) after subsection (5)
insert—

“(5A)  Sections 124 and 144 of, and Schedule 4 to, the Criminal Procedure Ordinance
shall have effect in a case in which an unincorporated association is charged in Gibraltar
with an offence under this Act in like manner as they have effect in the case of a corporation
so charged.”

31. In section 160 (general interpretation)—
(a) in subsection (1)—

(i) in the definition of “qualified auditor”—
(aa) after “(2))” insert “(a)”; and
(bb) at the end insert—

“or (b) in the case of a Gibraltar party, a person who is, in accordance
with section 6 of the Auditors Approval and Registration Ordinance 1998,
eligible for appointment as a company auditor;”;
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(ii) insert in the appropriate places—
““combined region” means the electoral region which includes Gibraltar,
namely the South West electoral region;”;
““exempt Gibraltar trust donation” has the meaning given by section 162;”;
““Gibraltar court” as respects any purpose, means the court determined by or
under the law of Gibraltar to be the court for that purpose;”;
““Gibraltar elector” means an individual—
(a) who is registered in the Gibraltar register, or
(b) if the first version of that register has not been published—

(i) who is registered in the register of electors used for House of
Assembly elections, or

(ii) who is resident in Gibraltar, aged 16 or over and is a
Commonwealth citizen or a citizen of the European Union (other
than a Commonwealth citizen);”;

““Gibraltar party” has the meaning given by section 28(8)(d); and;”
““Gibraltar register” has the meaning given by section 14 of the European
Parliament (Representation) Act 2003”; and

(b) after subsection (5) insert—
“(6)  References in this Act to a named Ordinance are to the Gibraltar Ordinance of

that name.”

32. In section 162 (interpretation: exempt trust donations)—
(a) in subsection (1)—

(i) after “Act” insert “(a)”; and
(ii) at the end insert—

“(b)   “exempt Gibraltar trust donation” means a donation to which
subsection (3A) applies, other than one falling within subsection (5).”;

(b) after subsection (3) insert—
“(3A)  This subsection applies to any donation received from a trustee of any property

in accordance with the terms of a trust—
(a) which was created by—

(i) a person falling within section 54(2A)(a) to (g) at the time when the trust
was created, or

(ii) the will of a person falling within section 54(3A), and
(b) to which no property has been transferred other than—

(i) by a person falling within section 54(2A)(a) to (g) at the time of the
transfer, or

(ii) under the will of a person falling within section 54(3A),
provided that, at or before the time of the receipt of the donation, the trustee
gives the recipient of the donation the relevant information.”;

(c) in subsection (4) for “subsection (3)” substitute “subsections (3) and (3A)”; and
(d) in subsection (6)(a) after “exempt trust donation” insert “or exempt Gibraltar trust

donation”.
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33. In Schedule 6 (details to be given in donation reports)—
(a) in paragraph 2(2)(a) after “54)” insert “or the Gibraltar register”;
(b) after paragraph 2(2) insert—

“(2A)  In the case of a donation from a Gibraltar elector, received on a date before the
date of publication of the first version of the Gibraltar register—

(a) the reference in sub-paragraph (2)(a) to the Gibraltar register shall have effect
as if it were a reference to the register of electors used for House of Assembly
elections; and

(b) where, on the date of receipt of the donation, the elector was not registered in
the register of electors used for House of Assembly elections, the report must
confirm that on that date he was aged 16 or over and was a Commonwealth
citizen or a citizen of the European Union (other than a Commonwealth
citizen).”;

(c) in paragraph 2(3)(b) after “54)” insert “or the Gibraltar register”;
(d) after paragraph 2(3) insert—

“(3A)  In the application of sub-paragraph (3) to a bequest made by a person who was
a Gibraltar elector—

(a) in relation to any time before the publication of the first version of the Gibraltar
register, the reference in sub-paragraph (3)(b) to the Gibraltar register shall have
effect as if it were a reference to the register of electors used for House of
Assembly elections;

(b) where the person who made the bequest—
(i) died before the end of the period of five years beginning with the date on

which the first version of the Gibraltar register was published, and
(ii) was not registered in the Gibraltar register or the register of electors used

for House of Assembly elections during the period of five years ending
with the date of his death,

the reference in sub-paragraph (3)(b) to the last address at which he was
registered during the period mentioned there shall have effect as if it were a
reference to the address at which he was last resident in Gibraltar during that
period; and

(c) where sub-paragraph (b) above applies, the report must confirm that the person
who made the bequest was aged 16 or over and was a Commonwealth citizen
or a citizen of the European Union (other than a Commonwealth citizen) at any
time during the period of five years ending with the date of his death when he
was resident in Gibraltar.”;

(e) in paragraph 2(4) after “54(2)(b)” insert “or 54(2A)(b)”;
(f) in paragraph 2(6)—

(i) after “54(2)(d)” insert “or 54(2A)(d)”; and
(ii) at the end insert “or the Trade Union and Trade Disputes Ordinance”;

(g) in paragraph 2(7) after “1986” insert “or the Banking (Extension to Building Societies)
Ordinance 1997”;

(h) in paragraph 2(8) after “54(2)(f)” insert “or 54(2A)(f)”;
(i) in paragraph 2(10)—

(i) after “54(2)(h)” insert “or 54(2A)(g)”; and
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(ii) after “United Kingdom” insert “or Gibraltar”;
(j) in paragraph 2(13)—

(i) after “55(5)” insert “or 55(5A)”; and
(ii) in sub-paragraph (b) after “162(3)” insert “or 162(3A)”; and

(k) in paragraph 6 after sub-paragraph (b) insert—
“(c)   if the donation is a Gibraltar donation (within the meaning of section 57A),

record that fact.”

34. In Schedule 7 (controls of donations to individuals and members associations)—
(a) in paragraph 1 (operation and interpretation of Schedule) insert—

(i) in sub-paragraph (8)(b) after “United Kingdom” insert “(including the combined
region)”; and

(ii) after sub-paragraph (10) insert—
“(11)  In sub-paragraph (10)(a) the combined region is to be regarded as part of

England for the purposes of the reference to Great Britain.”;
(b) in paragraph 7—

(i) after sub-paragraph (1) insert—
“(1A)  A person falling within section 54(2A)(a) to (g) is a permissible donor if—

(a) the controlled donation is received by—
(i) a member of a registered party; or

(ii) a members association whose membership consists wholly or mainly
of members of a registered party,

and the party is a Gibraltar party whose entry in the register includes a
statement that it intends to contest one or more elections to the European
Parliament in the combined region; or

(b) the controlled donation is received by a member of the European
Parliament elected in the combined region.”;

(ii) after sub-paragraph (5) insert—
“(5A)  Any controlled donation received by a regulated donee which is an exempt

Gibraltar trust donation shall be regarded as a controlled donation received by the
donee from a permissible donor if—

(a) the donation is received by—
(i) a member of a registered party; or

(ii) a members association whose membership consists wholly or mainly
of members of a registered party,

and the party is a Gibraltar party whose entry in the register includes a
statement that it intends to contest one or more elections to the European
Parliament in the combined region; or

(b) the donation is received by a member of the European Parliament elected
in the combined region.”; and

(iii) in sub-paragraph (6)—
(aa) after sub-paragraph (a) insert—
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“(aa) an exempt Gibraltar trust donation regarded by
virtue of sub-paragraph (5A) as received from a
permissible donor, or”; and

(bb) in sub-paragraph (b)(i) after “54(2)” insert “or permissible donors by virtue
of sub-paragraph (1A)”.

35. In Schedule 9 (limits on campaign expenditure)—
(a) in paragraph 2 after sub-paragraph (3) insert—

“(3A)  As respects campaign expenditure incurred in the period of four months ending
with the date of the poll for an election to the European Parliament in the combined region,
that region is to be regarded as part of England for the purposes of the references in sub-
paragraphs (2) and (3) to a part or parts of Great Britain.”; and

(b) in paragraph 4(2) and (3) after the first “England” insert “(including the combined
region)”.

36. In Schedule 10 (limits on controlled expenditure)—
(a) in paragraph 1 after sub-paragraph (2) insert—

“(3)  Paragraphs 3 and 5 to 11 do not apply in relation to a recognised Gibraltar third
party.”;

(b) in paragraph 2 after sub-paragraph (3) insert—
“(3A)  As respects controlled expenditure incurred in the period of four months ending

with the date of the poll for an election to the European Parliament in the combined region,
that region is to be regarded as part of England for the purposes of the references in sub-
paragraphs (2) and (3) to a part or parts of the United Kingdom.”; and

(c) in paragraph 4 after sub-paragraph (2) insert—
“(2A)  As respects a recognised Gibraltar third party, sub-paragraph (2) shall have effect

as if for paragraphs (a) to (d) there were substituted—
“(a)   in relation to England, £16,000; and
(b) in relation to Scotland, Wales or Northern Ireland, £5,000.””

37. In Schedule 11 (control of donations to recognised third parties) in paragraph 6—
(a) after sub-paragraph (1) insert—

“(1A)  In the case of a relevant donation received by a recognised Gibraltar third
party sub-paragraph (1) shall have effect as if in sub-paragraph (a) after “54(2)” there
were inserted “or a person falling within any of paragraphs (a), (b) and (d) to (g) of
section 54(2A).”;

(b) after sub-paragraph (2) insert—
“(2A)  For the purposes of this Schedule any relevant donation received by a recognised

Gibraltar third party which is an exempt Gibraltar trust donation shall be regarded as a
relevant donation received by the third party from a person falling within any of paragraphs
(a), (b) and (d) to (g) of section 54(2A).”; and

(c) after sub-paragraph (3) insert—
“(3A)  As respects any relevant donation received by a recognised Gibraltar third party,

sub-paragraph (3) shall have effect as if—
(a) after sub-paragraph (a) there were inserted—

“(aa)   an exempt Gibraltar trust donation,”;
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(b) in sub-paragraph (b)(i) after “54(2)” there were inserted “or persons falling
within any of paragraphs (a), (b) and (d) to (g) of section 54(2A)”;

(c) in sub-paragraph (b)(ii) after “donor” there were inserted “or falls within
section 54(2A)(g)”; and

(d) at the end there were inserted “and is not a person falling within any of
paragraphs (a), (b) and (d) to (g) of section 54(2A)””.
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